
Getting started with Autodesk Sketchbook Pro 7 

The Toolbar: Contains many essential functions from a variety of selection tools to shapes, layers, and color. View the breakdown 

of the tools below to learn their functions. 

Undo/Redo: Allows you to delete or bring back a previously taken action. 

Zoom/Rotate/Move: This one tool allows you to zoom in and out, rotate, and move across the 

canvas. 

Symmetry X & Y Tools: Allows you to draw something and have it reflected in a perfect mirror 

image vertically or horizontally. 

Steady Stroke: Create a steady and smooth stroke by using a tether as a guide to make it more 

accurate.  

Color and Copic Library:  Allows you to choose choose/modify a color. Copic Library allows you to 

choose colors from the Copic marker library. 

Layers:  Opens the layers dialog box where you can add, modify, or delete layers.  

Flood Fill and Text: Allows you to fill a selection with a chosen color. Text tool allows text to be 

inserted onto the canvas. 

Brush Palette:  Choose from a variety of brushes from this menu 

Select and Deselect: Allows you to select or deselect a particular portion of your work using a 

variety of different tools . 

Crop, Quick Transform, and Transform: Allows you to trim, resize, and distort a selection.  

Ellipse and French Curve: Allows you to create perfect ellipses or shapes using a variety of built-in 

French curves. 

Ruler: Allows you to position a ruler anywhere on the canvas to draw perfectly straight lines .  

Perspective Guides: Allows you to build guides to follow for one, two, and three point perspec-

tive. 



Lagoon: By default, this rests at the lower left of your screen and features a few options found in the toolbar as well as some 

unique features. 

1. Brush Palette: View current brush and change its properties 

2. Color: View current color  

3. Interface Controls: Change the appearance and location of various 
toolbars 

4. View: Presents options for viewing controls, canvas transform tools, 
rulers, layers, and symmetry 

5. Brushes and Palette: View all brushes and change their properties 

6. Colors: View and choose colors 

7. Editing Tools: Opens options for tools to edit, select, and transform lay-
ers 

8. File Options: Presents main of the options from the File menu to open, 
save, create new drawing, or move between several open files. 

9. Undo/Redo: Delete a previously taken action or redo an undone action 

Brush Properties and Full Brush Library 

Pencil and Airbrush Tools 

Marker and Chisel Tip Pen Tools 

Pen and Paintbrush Tools 

Felt Tip Pen and Felt Pen Tools 

Hard Eraser and Soft Eraser Tools 

Copic Multi-liner and Copic Drawing Pen-F Tools 

Copic Super Brush and Copic Fine Nib Tools 

Copic Medium Broad Nib and Copic Extra Broad Nib Tools 

Synthetic Soft Round Brush and Synthetic Soft Round 2 Brush Tools 

Synthetic Soft Flat Brush and Synthetic Angular Brush Tools 

Brush Toolbar: By default, it appears on the left side of the screen and shows a set number of brushes. To view the entire brush 

library, click on the three-lined icon in the top right of the toolbar. 


